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FEEDING.
E. R.

LLOYD, Agkiculturist.

On January

13, thirty cows from tlie College herd were put into the
purpose of making a series of tests to determine the relative values of different foods for the production of milk and butter.
The herd was divided into six lots containing five cows each, four of
which were grade Jerseys and the other a grade Holsteiu. Care was
taken in the division to have the cows in the different lots average,
as nearly as possible, the same length of time from calving, and the
yield of any lot did not vary more than two pounds from that of any

barn

for the

other

The

lot.

test

was continued

five

weeks, the

first

week being regarded

as preliminary.

The general

results

were as follows:
ButMilk.

Gallon

of

Butter.

Average

pound.

Flesh,!

of

of
Feed.

per Average

Gallons

per Average

pounds

in

lbs.

cent,

of

Fat,

Cost

Cost

No.

Per

Cost

ter

Gain

No.

Bermuda Hay and Cot-

1st Lot.

ton Seed.

2nd Lot.

12.16 154.99

7.7 5.62 69.70 17.4 100

Bermuda Hay and
Roasted Cotton Seed. 14.55 171.79 8.5 5.55 76.30 19.1 205

Bermuda Hay and
Steamed Cotton Seed. 12.07 136.17
4th Lot, Bermuda Hay and
Corn Meal.
26.42 206.32
5th Lot. Timothy hay and Cot3rd Lot.

ton Seed

6th Lot.

Bermuda

The
"
"
"
"
"

1,

16.40 127.55 12.8 5.43 55.46 29.5 197

22.34 181.68 12.3 5.38 78.37 28.5 90

daily rations were
9.2

pounds Bermuda hay
"

2, 10.5

"
"

"
"

8.5
9.9
8.5

^'

Timothy

"

6,10.9

"

Bermuda

"

3,
4,
0,

12.8 3.86 63.72 41.4 34 LOSS

Hay and

Cotton Seed Meal.

Lot

8.8 5.64 61.48 19.6 214

;

9.5
10,6
10.4
9.9
9.5
9.5

pounds raw cotton
"
"

seed.

roasted cotton seed.

steamed

"

corn meal.
raw cotton seed.

The Timotl^y hay was "chojpe" from Moon, Jones & Co., Memphis,
The Bermuda was also ''choice," grown by Mr. J. C. Rand

Teun,

Of Oktibbelig ppuiity,

estimating: the e^^pens^s of tjie work, Tlni-

!

I

.

Fkkding.
othy hay
1890),

is

8

valued at $20.80 per tou (actual cost aud freight Dec.

Bermuda hay

at S12.o0, (selling price Dec.

1,

1890), cotton

12,

seed

steamed cotton seed at$6.3C,
and corn meal at $25.00 (70 cents per

at $G.OO, roasted cotton seed at $7.20,

cotton seed meal at $20.00,
bushel).

The

roasted cotton seed were cooked in a wire cloth cylinder sL\

feet long

and eighteen inches

in

diameter.

This cylinder was mount

ed over an ordinary brick arch in which the

tire

was

placed,

-

and wa:

turned by a crank. It required the labor of one man one hour to
ten bushels of seed. The roaster was made here and cost nin<>

roiist

dollars. The steamed seed were cooked with an "Allen Combined
Feed Cooker" costing fourteen dollars. With this steamer one man
could cook twenty-five bushels of seed in one hour.
The milk from each cow was weighed separately, and tests madi>
weekly, morning and evening, from the mixed milk from each lol
In testing, both the I>abcock and Beimling machines were used, anii
the results given are the averages of the work of the two, though th
variations were seldom as much as five per cent.
The best results, so far as quantity alone is concerned, were ol>
tained from Lot 1, which was fed on Bernmda hay and raw cotton
seed. This lot produced milk at a cost of 7.7 cents per gallon, and
butter at a cost of 17.4 cents per pound, but the butter was of poor
quality, being sticky and of poor flavor. The most expensive milk
antl butter were from Lot 4, which was fed on Bermuda hay and corn
meal, the milk costing 12.8 ceuts per gallon, and the butter 41.4 cents
per pound. The butter from this lot was of excellent quality, but
not so good as that from Lot 3, and cost more than twice as much.
This lot showed a loss of flesh of 84 pounds also, while Lot 3
gained 214 pounds. Lot 5, fed with Timothy hay and raw cotton
seed, gained well in flesh, but produced only a small amount of milk
which was poor in butter fat, as will be seen by comparing Lots 1
and o, in which the cost of the milk was 66.2 per cent, and of the but
ter 69.0 per cent greater from Lot o, fed with Timothy, than fromLoi
1, fed with Bermuda, the grain rations of the two lots being the same,
Lot 3, fed with Bermuda hay and steamed cotton seed, gave by far
the most satisfactory results in the production of butter. The amount
was less than that produced by either Lots 1, 2. or 6, but its superior
quality more than compensated for the deficiency in quantity, the
butter being decidedly better than that from any other lot,

The Timothy hay
ble,

ration for

TM

'5

was

too ejjpensiv© to be profita-

the milk costing 12.8 centi per gallon,

pw pound,

md

the butter 29.5 cents

the Timothy cost the same »^

X\W fj^r«iuda, the
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would have been only

No

9.5 cents

Station.

per gallon for the milk, and 21.9

between the qualLot
which cost 17.4
from
that
lot
and
this
from
1,
ity of the butter
We can hardly believe that this difFerence in
cents per pound.
cost could have been wholly owing to individual differences in the
animals of the two lots, and can only infer that the combination of
Bermuda and cotton seed makes a better balanced ration than does
cents for the butter.

difference could be noted

Timothy and cotton seed.
vSimilar work done during- the winter of 1889-90 is reported in Bulletin 13 of this Station, and so far as the two lines of work were parthe results agree very closely. In that work, the butter made
from a ration in which corn meal was used for grain, the milk cost
13.6 cents per gallon, and butter 35.5 cents per pound, while from the
lots fed with a grain ration of raw cotton seed the milk cost only 7.7
cents per gallon, and the butter 15.5 cents per pound.
conclusions.
From the work done by the Station up to the present time it apallel,

pears that
1. For the production of milk, a ration consisting of Lespedeza hay
and raw cotton seed is the cheapest.
2. That for the production of butter, a ration of Lespedeza or Bermuda hay and steamed cotton seed is the most profitable.
3. That when fed with cotton seed, either raw, roasted or steamed,
cows will gain in fiesh better than when fed with corn meal or cotton

seed
4.

iiieal.

That either Bermuda

or

Lespedeza hay

is

preferable to

Timothy

hay.
5. That corn meal is not an economical grain ration when fed with
dry hay.
6. That steamed seed will produce better butter than
will either

raw

or roasted seed.

HAY FOR WORKING MULES.
In order to ascertain the comparative values of Bermuda and Timothy hays for feeding to working animals, the six mules belonging
to the Station were divided into two lots, one mule from each double
team being placed in each lot. Both lots received the same amount
of corn daily, and were given all the hay they would eat, the feeding
being continued two months. The results showed that there was
practically no difference between the two rations, the food for the lot
fed with Timothy hay costing only thirty-six cents more than hat
for the Bermuda fed lot; the lot receiving Timothy hay gaining 92
pounds during the t wo months, while the other lot gsiiifted 90 pouuds*.
i
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Comparative Tests of Machines and Methods for the
Determination of Fat in Milk.
L. G. PATTERSON. Chemist.
For many years the dairymen of this and other states have
wanted some cheap, rapid, and accurate method for determining tlie
amount of fat in milk, so they could pay for the milk which they
buy according to its (juality, rather than its quantity. It is surely
unfair t\\a,t one man should be paid the same price per pound for milk
containing six per cent of butter fat which another receives who sells
milk containing but three per cent; yet this is done every day all
over the country, and time and again are our dairymen decived by
watered or naturally poor milks, while our farmers receive no enoou^'agement to improve the quality of the milk or the breed of their
cattle, but look continually to the feeding of their cattle for the production of as large a quantity of milk as possible, regardless of its
quality.

Although there has been a very accurate method, known as the
Coil or Gravimetric method, used in the chemical laboratories for some years, yet this method requires a delicate chemical
balance and other delicate and costly chemical apparatus as well as
the skill of an experienced chemist. So this method, both on account
of the cost of the apparatus, and the time it takes to complete
the determination, is out of the question as a dairy method, and some
other must be looked to.
Mr. Short, of the Wisconsin Experiment Station, made an excel-

Adams Paper

lent start in this direction several years ago

volumetric method, which consisted, as do
ods, in

when he published

all

decomposing the milk and raising the

his

the volumetric methfat

by the means of

chemicals, and measuring the volume of the fat in the graduated

This methcompletion, and has, therefore, to a great extent, been superseded by
better and more rapid methods.
The principal methods that have come into use since the introduction of the Short method are those of Parsons, Cochran, Patrick's

neck of the bottle

in

which the operation

is

conducted.

od, although giving accurate results, takes several hours for its

Sand and Brine Bath, and Babcock's and Beimling's Centrifugal.
In the work reported in the following pages, the three methods

& M. Coli.ege Experiment Station.
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were used which are of the more recent iutroduction, and which
promise to be of the most value to the practical dairyman, on account
of their greater simplicity and rapidity. The Adams or gravimetric
method, being the most accurate method known, was used as a check
for all.

THE PATRICK BRINE BATH METHOD
was proposed by Prof. G. E. Patrick, of the Iowa Experiment Station, and is an improvement on his Sand Bath Method which was
jmblished about a year earlier. The chemicals and apparatus used
in this method are:
9 vols.
Pure acetie acid 90 per cent
'

commercial sulphuric acid, specific gravity

1.83

r^hemically pure hydrochloric acid specific gravity 1.19

5

,.2

"
*'

Saturate this with sulphate of soda; cork the bottle and place aside
ibr use.

Before using this mixture, to charge the tubes, about two per

is added.
Sulphate of soda dry and powdered
used when necessary to clarify the fat.
The apparatus used consists of
«
1st. The tubes, which consist of two parts.
The bottom part is
bottle shaped, while the upper part is drawn out into a slender neck
at the lower end; the two parts being held together by a broad rubber
band with a small hole in the side which is closed by the entrance
of the slender neck. The slender lower portion of the upper part is
)f a definite size and is graduated for measuring the fat.
The lower
portion contains two stones, one pumice and the other some heavier
stone, to aid in mixing the contents and also in cleaning the tube

cent of methylic alcohol
is

after the operation is finished.

The Brine Bath is a zinc vessel about thirteen inches high, cylinand with a rack having a gauze bottom for holding the tubes
while in the vessel. The vessel is placed over a heating arrangement
which will keep the brine boiling.
2d.

drical,

3d.

A

pipette

The work

which

will deliver 14.4

c. c.

c. of milk are measured
from the pipette into the tube and allowed to run into the lower
run slowly
portion;
to
the
acid
mixture is then allowed
down the inside of the tube until the mixture is about a quarter
of an inch below the graduated tube.
This is then thoroughly
mixed by shaking, and filled to about half way up the graduated tube with the acid mixture.
Having charged all the tubes in
the same manner they are placed in a vessel of water at 140 degrees F.
for ten minutes, after which they are removed to the rack and lowered into the brine bath containing enough boiling concentrated brine

is

carried on as follows:

14.4 c.
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where they are boiled for tweiiwhich they are removed and allowed to stand
in the 140 degrees F. bath for ten minutes and the amount of fat in
If the top level of the fat comes
the tube is measured on the scale.
above the small tube, it is asily lowered by raising- the tube in the
rubber band sufficiently to allow some of the liquid under it to run
to

come above the

level of the charge,

ty-five minutes, after

out through the hole in the side.

THE «AH(H)CK

(JKNTKI KUG Ali

METHOD.

This method, introduced by Dr. Babcock, of the Wisconsin Experiment Station, from its rapidity, accuracy, and simplicity, is a very
valuable one and deservedly stands in the front rank of the methods
in use. The chemicals and apparatus used in this method are:
.

1st.

Commercial sulphuric

acid, specific gravity 1.82.

2nd. Test bottles (Fig. 1) containing, up to the neck, from 40 c. c. to
4.") c. c. with the neck graduated so that each division of the scale represents .04 c. c.

A

pipette (Fig. 2) for measuring the milk containing, when filled
graduated mark, 17.6 c. c.
4th. A measure (Fig. 3) for the acid consisting of a glass cylinder
graduated to measure 17.5 c. c. and having a lip for pouring.
5th. A lamp for heating water to boiling.
6th. A centrifugal machine, (See Figs. 4 and 5) of which there are
two kinds in use, one running by gearing and the other by a belt, but
both working on the same principle. The gear is so arranged that
the wheel carrying the test bottles makes about ten revolutions to
one of the crank, by which 700 to 800 revolutions per minute are obtained. Within the horizontal wheel (a fig 4) are placed sectors (b
fig. 4) made of sheet copper or iron to which are soldered cups or tubes
(c fig, 4) inclined at an angle of thirty degrees with the horizontal, for
the support of the test bottles. The horizontal wheel is surrounded
by a copper or iron jacket, with a top, to pour hot water into so as to
keep the bottles warm and the fat melted.
The test is made by filling the pipette, by suction, up to the mark
with the milk, and then allowing it to run into the bottles, one after
another until 17.5 c. c. have been added to each one. The bottles are
then slightly inclined and 17.5 c. c. of the acid is added from the acid
measure. When all the bottles are charged thus, they are taken by the
neck and given a whirling motion until all the curd is dissolved.
They are then placed in the cups of the machine, which is run rapidly for six minutes; the bottles are filled up to the neck with hot water,
replaced in the machine and whirled for three minutes. Several
quarts of boiling water are then poured into the jacket, the bottles are
filled about to the eight per cent mark with hot water and whirled
for two minutes more.
The bottles are then placed upright in the
8d.

to the

8
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Fig.

4.
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HAND CENTRIFUGAL MACHINE.

Fig.

6.

.

7.
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jacket so the fat may become level and the percentage of fat read off
on the scale on the neck.
The Beimling centrifugal test is the only one which in our experience can compare with the Babcock in rapidity, accuracy, and the
other essentials necessary for a practical milk test.
The chemicals used in this test consist of two solutions called "No.
1" and "No 2". Solution "No. 1" is a mixture of equal bulks of amyl
alcohol and commercial concentrated hydrochloric acid, specific gravity 1.16. Solution "No. 2" is commercial sulphuric acid, specific gravity

1.83.

The apparatus consists of
1st. A hand centrifugal machine (Fig. 6) having * central axis to
which are attached a number of pockets. The pockets are attached
to the shaft by a hinge joint which allows them to hang perpendicularly when the machine is at rest but to straighten out horizontally

when

it is

in motion.

are of nearly the same shape as those
and the readings on the neck do not
represent the percentage of fat,but a "ready reckoner" card acpompanies the machine by which the degrees indicated on the neck can be
2nd.

The

bottles used (Fig.

7)

in the Babcock, but are smaller,

read

off*

8rd.

in percentage

The

the other 3

amounts.

pipettes (Fig.

8)

are

two

in

number, one delivering

15

and

c. c.

Method of Analysis. The 15 c. c. pipette is filled to the mark with
milk, which is then allowed to run into the bottle. The 3 c. c. pipette
is then filled up to the mark with solution "No. 1" and emptied
into the bottle, which is then shaken so as to mix its contents
thoroughly. The bottle is then filled to within half an iuch of the
neck with solution "No. 2" the^|)ottle being inclined while pouring
in the solution to allow it to run Jbeneath the curd. The bottle is then
shaken by hand to dissolve the <iurd thoroughly and filled up to the
zero point with solution "No. 2". After all the bottles have been
charged in the same way, they are placed in the pockets of the ma.
chine and whirled from two to three minutes. The fat will be found
in the neck of the flask, read off',and the per cent found by referring to
the "ready reckoner" card.

DETAILS OF WORK.
The first thing to be looked to in the analysis of milk is the sampling, which is by no means the least important part of the operation,
as the cream begins to rise as soon as the milk is taken from the cow,
and unless care is taken to mix the milk thoroughly just before taking the sample, results will not be accurate. The simplest way to
mix milk well is to take a dipper holding about three pints, dip the
milk out of the vessel and pour back several times and then take the
sample at'once. Also, just before taking the milk out of the containing

Mii.K Testing Apparatus.
vessel with the pipette
mixed.

it

should be shaken enough to have

13
it

well

nietliod, as will be seen by the tables, was not tested
times as were the other two, on account <^f the bath be^f inning to leak while in the midst of the work, but a surticient number
of analyses were njade to show its advantages and its disadvantages.
From the beginning we were troubled by the breaking of the tubes
where the graduated portion joined the upper part. This seemed to
have been caused by the tubes having been insutticiently heated
when the different portions were fused together. Heating the brine
bath to boiling takes some time, especially where there are no means
for heating it except by a lamp.
The operation is somewhat long,
10-f-2o-)- 10 minutes for heating after tubes are charged, but by having
several racks for holding the tubes, the operation can be carried on continuously with no trouble but charging the tubes, and thus many
tests can be made in a couple of hours. Care must be taken to make
the reading from the upper surface of the fat and not from the raised
ring adhering to the sides of the tube, or the results will be too high.
One advantage of this method is that all the tubes pass through
the Iowa P^xperiment Station and are tested before being sent out,
thereby insuring accurately graduated tubes and reliable results,
which cannot be said for most of the other tubes and bottles that are
placed on the market by manufacturers.
The Babcock method is simple and will give but little trouble in
manipulating if the directions are followed, but the acid used must
have a specific gravity of 1 .82 or the results will be incorrect. The
most convenient way to add hot water to the solution in the bottles is
to use an ordinary wash bottle or flask filled with hot water, and squirt
it in when necessary.
The bottles are large, well graduated, easy to
handle, and the percentage of fat can be read off on the scale, which
is quite an advantage.
Turning the crank at the rate of one hundred revolutions per minute for eleven minutes is not so easy as working with the Beimling,
which has to be turned for three minutes only. It is rather unfortunate for the reputation of the Babcock centrifugal machine, that the
one worked by a belt is allowed to go on the market, for although it
gives very good results when the belt is tight, yet if it is allowed to
stay on the wheel for any length of time, it stretches, and, when the
machine is started, slips, does not run the horizontal wheel rapidly
enough, and the results fall too low especially if the milk contains a
high percentage of fat. In the geared machine, however, there is

The Patrick

as

many

,

The column of fat is
nothing to slip, and therefore it works well.
read from the extreme limits, and the results are excellent.
When we began our work with the Beimling machine, we were
troubled to a great extent by the contents of the bottle foaming and
rmming out of the neck when the sulphuric acid, solution No. 2, was
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added, but we succeeded in overcoming that obstacle by mixing solution No. 1 thoroughly with the milk before adding No. 2, and tilting the bottle to allow the acid to run beneath the mixture in the
Since that time we have not lost a single test by its foaming.
bottle.
The bottles are not as good as the Babcock bottles, nor is the scale as
convenient to read, both on account of the fineness of the graduation
and the necessity of referring to the "ready reckoner" card. The
curd does not dissolve quite as readily as it does in the Babcock
method, and it would be quite an addition to the apparatus to have
a covered vessel with a flat bottom to heat water and place the bottles in after taking them out of tlie mtichiiii for when a large number of tests are being made, the fat is apt to harden in the neck, and
must be melted before being read. A coiiveniont way to melt the fat
in the neck is to squirt a little hot water from the wash bottle on the
outside of it. One great advantage which this method has over all
others is the rapidity with which a small number of analyses can be
made, as the machine only has to run from two to three minutes, and
the time taken to charge the bottles is very short.
In our work, it
took about thirty minutes to make twelve tests with the Beimling,
including all the work, forty-three with the Babcock. To make six
tests it took from twelve to fifteen minutes with the Beimling, and
about twenty-five with the Babcock. After making the tests in any
of these methods, the bottles should be washed immediaetly with
hot water to prevent the fat from becoming hard and sticking to the
sides.
In reading the Beimling, measure the fat column from the
bottom to the true upper surface and add one-tenth. The resutls are
very accurate and compare well with the gravimetric method. Below
will be found a table containing the results of the work:
,

Milk Testing Apparatus.

Number

15

of Analysis.

'

}

'
}
'

4.55 4.30
4.51 4.40
4.52 4.40
4 53 4.40
4.59 4 30
4.56 4.40
4.67 4.70
4.66 4.80
4.45 4.60
4.47 4.60
4.38 4.30
4.46 4.40
4.88 4 60
4.86 4.70
4.96 4.80
4.99 4.90
4.77 4.80
4.93 4.90
5.42 4 35'^
5. 77 4 9o*
4.01 2.35*
.

.

I
'

}
'
}

'
I
'

.

}
8

"
[

10

.

11

.

12
13
14
15
16

6.21
5 37
5.27
.

17
18
19
20..;
21

22
23.'.'.]'////^'.'.'.'

'.'.'.'.'.'.]'.'.'..'

24
25

5.34
5.32
3.88
4.80
4.35
4.88
5.40
3.94
4.81
4.22I

*

The

belt of the

been removed

3.90*
5.20
5.15
5.32
3.50
4.80
4.20
4.55
5.20
3.70
4.70
4.00

4.52!

4.52
4.52!

4.44
4.44
4.35
4.80
4.80
4.45
4.54
4.27
4.36
4.79
4.87
4.96
4.96
4.96
5.05
5.31
5.74
4.04
6.09
5.31
5.23
5.31
5.40
3.66
4.96
4.15
4.74
5.23

4.32
4.32
4.47
4.48
4.32
4.47
4.64
4.80
4.48
4.48
4.44
4.44
4.80
4.96
4.96
5.12
4.88
4.96

3.70i
4.87|
4.IOI

Babcock machine became loose from not having
days, and the fat percentage ran very low.

for several
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SUMMARY.

The Beimling method

requires less thue than does either of the
others, but the scale on the bottles is uot as easy to read, and no
means are provided for keeping the fat in a melted condition.
The Babcock has the best bottles, but requires more time for its
operation, and it is absolutely necessary to have the specific trravity
of the acid exactly 1.82.
The Patrick method is very convenient where a large number of
tests are to be made, but it requires considerable time to heat the
bath, and the bottles are very easily broken.
By referring to the above table it will be seen that all of the methods give fairly accurate results, but in the majority of the cases the
methods of Beimling and Patrick tallied more nearly with the gravimetric, while the Babcock fell slightly low, but not enough so to
injure the value or accuracy of the method for practical work.

